
AmCham Moldova is informing about the upcoming International HR Conference to be held in 
Lviv, Ukraine. If you are interested in participating, please contact Elena Buzu at 211 781 to get 
promo code for AmCham discount. 

About conference: 

The Conference takes place on the 21th of May in Lviv (Ukraine) in two streams: "Classic HR" and 
"IT HR". In each of the streams speakers, who are practicing HR in real companies nowadays, will 
share with you practical cases about problematic and hot Brand topics, recruitment, 
communication and competences which HRD (and everyone who wants to become them) should 
improve.  
The last branch is dedicated to CEO and owner`s experience. How are they considering HR and 
its main challenges from the perspective of business development strategy, trends and market 
situation?  

When? 21th of May 
Where? Hotel RIUS (Lviv, Ukraine) 
How much? 
If you register and pay till: 
1rst of May - 75$ 
20th of May - 90$ 

Payment will be made directly to the organizers. 

Read more about speakers on FB (information is updating):  
https://www.facebook.com/events/506069216259938/ 

International HR-conference “Experience over coffee 2016” Program  

Classic HR IT HR  

          Yana Romanenko, HRD, “Mriya” 
‘Working with a brand during the period of 

company transformation’ 

Nataliya Klimenko, HR Business Partner 
Codica 

"Brands, trends and legends" 

Coffee Break 

Galyna Tsvirkun, HRD, Meest Group 
‘Efficiency. The secret ingredient?’ 

Anna Stetsenko, СЕО at IT-recruiting 
agency ‘Indigo’ 

‘After party recruiting’ 

Coffee Break 

Henry Fontela, HR, General Electric 
‘Effective & Strategic Communication’ 

Magdalena Kadłuczka, IT Recruiter, Modis 
Poland 

Albertyna Pawłowska, IT Recruiter, Modis 
Poland 

“Become exceptional IT recruiter - practical 
experience of Polish colleagues” 

Lunch 

https://www.facebook.com/events/506069216259938/


Discussion: ‘HR personal development: how to 
avoid getting burnout at work?’ 

Discussion: ‘Technical education for HR: 
why, how and where?’ 

Coffee Break 

Mariya Panchenko, HRD, RedНead Family 
Corporation 

‘HRD Competence: what will not write in the 
books’ 

Iris Barbulescu, HRD, EveryMatrix 
"The Fluid People Manager" 

Coffee Break 

Speaker TBA Nikita Semenov, CEO, SECL Group 
‘How to motivate using minimum effort: 

the secrets of CEO’ 

Work in teams 

Closing 

  


